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Lashes by Ann is Coming to Centre at Post Oak
(November 27, 2018) – Weingarten Realty (NYSE: WRI) announced that Lashes by Ann has leased 1,118 SF in Centre at Post
Oak.
Centre at Post Oak is a prestigious shopping center with a variety of local and
national retailers, and upscale restaurants located at Westheimer Road and Post Oak
Boulevard in Houston, TX. Nordstrom Rack chose this location for its Houston debut,
much like many other tenants have done, including Morton's Steakhouse, Grand
Luxe, Moxie's Grill & Bar and Arhaus Furniture.
Lashes by Ann was founded in 2013 by Ann Pham, an entrepreneur with over two
decades of experience in the beauty service industry. With nine lash stylists, the
salon provides over 23,000 appointments annually to over 7,500 registered clients.
Lashes by Ann’s goal is to exceed your expectation at an affordable price.
The lash salon will be relocating to their new space in Centre at Post Oak Q1 of 2019.
Weingarten Realty was represented by Senior Leasing Director, John Wise. The tenant was represented by Lily Do of DT&T
Management.
About Weingarten Realty Investors

Weingarten Realty Investors (NYSE: WRI) is a shopping center owner, manager, and developer. At September 30, 2018, the Company owned or operated
under long-term leases, either directly or through its interest in real estate joint ventures or partnerships, a total of 185 properties which are located in 17
states spanning the country from coast to coast. These properties represent approximately 37.4 million square feet of which our interests in these
properties aggregated approximately 24.1 million square feet of leasable area. To learn more about the Company’s operations and growth strategies,
please visit www.weingarten.com.

